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Abstract
Gender statistics provide an essential tool to mainstream gender equality in policymaking through the recognition by government and the public of gender differences in all walks of life. One legacy of feminist movements since the 1990s has been a focus on the challenges women face to effect substantive equality with men. Based on the findings of a project carried out in three districts of Tianjin, this paper identifies a lack of gender statistics in China’s statistical system and the resulting negative impacts on local policymaking. The findings point to weaknesses in the Chinese “state feminist” approach to gender statistics, mostly at the level of the central government. From a feminist political economy perspective, the paper argues, policymaking in China is a process built upon centralized statistical reporting systems that serve the senior governments more than local communities. Gender statistics have the potential to enhance local governance in China when policymaking becomes a site of contestation where community activists demand the use of statistics to assist policies that promote equality.
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Gender statistics identify, produce and disseminate vital information that cuts across traditional fields by reflecting the realities of the lives of women and men, along with policy issues related to gender equality. These issues include a) the different roles women and men continue to play in society, the different levels of access to and control over resources they possess, and the different skills and interests they hold; b) the different ways women and men are affected by policies and programmes due to their inequality in society; and c) how adopting policies to reduce levels of
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inequality may require finding ways to empower women.\textsuperscript{1} In these contexts, gender statistics offer an essential tool for mainstreaming gender issues in China in order to effect substantive changes in equality of governance, especially local governance, through the recognition of the existence of gender differences in all walks of life as well as the unique challenges women face in society. Equality of governance is improved upon, on the one hand, when government adopts policies in response to evidence of social need, and on the other, when women and men in society hold government accountable for addressing their issues based on evidence. Doing so requires not only that government uses and produces data as a basis for policymaking but also that women and men use and produce data as a basis for participating in policy advocacy, dialogue, monitoring and evaluation.

In many countries, especially developing countries and countries that have had experience with planned economies, including China, policymaking depends on statistical information collected in a hierarchical system of administrative reporting from lower governments to the central government. In China, the centralized statistics system serves senior levels of government more than local communities. For example, a statistics system set by senior levels of government to focus on economic production and GDP indicators but that ignores disaggregation of data by sex, ethnicity, migration status, and other social markers, prevents local communities from collecting data that reflect the real lives of women and men, and opens opportunities for the manipulation of statistics by the authorities. Understandably, then, the inclusion of gender statistics in the Chinese statistics system has become a key project adopted by the leading official women’s organizations whose “state feminist” approach promotes the collection of gender-sensitive indicators and the creation of a women’s database within the central government. This approach is central to “state feminism,” as Dorothy Stetson and Amy Mazur state, because these women’s organizations “have had influence in the development and implementation of policies that advance women’s status and challenge gender hierarchies.”\textsuperscript{2} This “state feminism” reached its pinnacle in the “Platform for Action,” adopted by the Fourth World Conference on Women held in Beijing in 1995, which required all governments of the signatory states to establish women’s official machineries (organizations) that would champion women’s development and gender equality. These organizations, in different shapes and forms, have since been established in the member states of the UN and are required to report their achievements to the UN at significant anniversaries of the Beijing conference. To provide evidence of their achievement, these organizations tend to focus mostly on improving the policies of their central and senior governments and are thus concerned that without gender-sensitive indicators in the statistics collected and used at the highest levels of government, statistics systems will not generate the data needed to make women visible.\textsuperscript{3}

\textsuperscript{1} UNECE 2010, 1–2.
\textsuperscript{2} Stetson and Mazur 1995, 273.
\textsuperscript{3} Lin 2002.
This paper examines the findings of a project carried out in Tianjin in 2008–2009 which demonstrate that despite “state feminist” efforts to create gender-sensitive indicators and a women’s database since the Beijing conference, many statistics reporting tables set by senior levels of the Chinese government still do not disaggregate by sex. Taking a feminist political economy perspective, the paper agrees with “state feminism” that gender statistics offer a tool for mainstreaming gender equality in policymaking through the recognition of gender differences in all walks of life, but also recognizes the importance of women and community activists using and producing data to participate in policy advocacy and dialogue, especially at the local level, to effect changes in equality of governance. It, moreover, demands recognition of women’s contributions to production and reproduction, including labour in the form of household-based work and care. An emphasis on integrating production and reproduction into one process of building an equitable society allows for the recognition of gender differences and inequalities in distributions of power, resources and wealth, not only in all spheres of society, whether economic, social, cultural or political, but also within households, which state statistics frequently ignore owing largely to the neglect of unpaid care. Individuals, regardless of class, gender, ethnicity, diversity, disability or migration status, must have equitable access to education, health care, social protection, a secure income, and most of all, the policymaking that concerns their interests, fulfils their wishes, and protects their rights, enabling them and their families to live full lives. Such are the aspects of “substantive social citizenship,” as defined by T.H. Marshall and Tom Bottomore, which I expand on from a feminist political economy perspective to “include not only decent work and a political voice, but also dignity; equitable access to resources; sexual and reproductive health; and protection against sexism, discrimination, and all forms of violence.”

The key insight of feminist political economy is its emphasis on the exercise of social citizenship by all, including, most notably, the participation of grassroots women and activists in gathering statistics to put into effect the obligations of the state. This paper argues, then, that a lack of gender statistics collected on a local basis, in villages, towns and urban neighbourhoods, severely restricts the ability not only of the central government to develop and deploy effective national data to inform decision making, but more importantly, of the different levels of local government to develop and deploy effective data to make decisions that serve the needs of communities, promote equality of governance, and improve the reliability of statistics by reducing the manipulations of authorities.

Since the Chinese transition from a planned to a market-based economy in the 1980s, local governments have been tasked with the promotion of not only

---

4 Bezanson and Luxton 2006.
5 Elson 1991.
6 Cohen and Pulkingham 2009, 12.
8 Chen 2015, 581–82.
economic development and local social stability but also of health, education and other services to protect the well-being of local populations. An improvement in local government’s ability to serve local needs based on effective data and evidence, however, does not necessarily follow naturally on the central government’s decision to build a more equitable, well-off society through a service-based government. Rather, improvements come when local women and community activists, such as local record keepers, hold their local governments accountable on the basis of evidence. This paper suggests that the inclusion of gender-sensitive indicators in census and survey questionnaires, and the addition of sex-disaggregated data in the reporting tables used by senior governments to gather data from local governments and communities, would help to inform and improve policymaking at all levels. It calls for more concerted efforts to enable local record keepers and local governments to collect and use data effectively, including sex-disaggregated data, to inform evidence-based local policymaking.

Currently, “state feminism” overlooks the demand in local communities for better evidence-based decision making. The records kept by grassroots community record keepers could offer more sex-disaggregated data than the central government currently asks for. An expansion of sex-disaggregated statistics would benefit policymaking at all levels, from grassroots communities to senior government levels, especially in areas of employment, family planning, education, community management and political participation – key indicator areas that show how well the government, particularly at the local level, serves society. “State feminists” and others need to work not only with the senior government but also with local governments and community members to turn policymaking into a site of contestation, where women and community activists exercise their citizenship to demand the use of gender statistics in the development of policies that promote the protection of women’s rights, draw adequate recognition for women’s contributions, and encourage the equitable distribution of resources. What follows is an examination of the impact of the current lack of gender statistics in the Chinese statistics system based on the findings of the Tianjin Project, and a feminist political economy-based critical analysis of Chinese “state feminist” efforts to develop sex-disaggregated statistics. The paper ends with a recommendation for future initiatives.

Chinese Statistical Systems as Evidenced by the Tianjin Project

Soon after the founding of the People’s Republic of China, the government established a centralized and unified statistics system in the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) under the State Council. The NBS, according to the Statistics Law of the People’s Republic of China (1983, last revised 2009), is the main provider of national statistical data and is responsible for organizing, directing and coordinating statistics work throughout the country. This agency formulates and supervises the implementation of statistics policy, and plans the national statistics system based on unified standards and methods for both surveys and
reporting-based collections of data – two of the principal components of the Chinese statistics system. These components make up the government’s comprehensive statistics structure (also known as the statistics bureau structure), and the line ministries’ (or sector ministries) statistics structure.

According to the Statistics Law, over 40 statistics departments are located in the different line ministries and agencies. These serve as major channels for the compilation of data from reporting structured upwards from county to national levels in each domain. The structure is hierarchical. The statistics department in a ministry of the central government, such as education, health or family planning, compiles statistics submitted by departmental offices in local governments at and/or above the county level. There are, therefore, many different levels within the structure responsible for the collection, production, analysis and dissemination of data. Other domains that follow this structure include traffic, tourism, finance, customs (import and export), foreign capital utilization, culture, railways, science and technology, public security and registered permanent residency, and social development, including registration of non-profit organizations, social assistance, and social security.

Often, the statistics gathered reveal differences in a single indicator, such as the number of new births in a given year. Differences exist because, in this case, family planning agencies might collect one number based on contacts among women in general and pregnant women specifically, while hospitals might collect another based on the number of deliveries in hospital (China claims to have reached a hospital delivery rate of over 98 per cent), and police in the public security system might collect yet another number based on household registrations. The Chinese government addresses such differences by submitting the data from each domain to the NBS for final corroboration and compilation into the national statistical yearbook or other collections for public use. According to the stipulations of the Statistics Law, each ministry must develop its own reference points and supplementary standards that govern its statistics work and submit these to the NBS for examination and approval. The NBS then acts as a coordinating body for the centralized statistics system and holds final authority over the publication of data, and at the same time, organizes and operates inter-ministerial relations to develop reference points and the necessary standards to integrate data across domains. In both the processes of reporting within each domain and corroboration by the NBS, the quality of data is examined and questioned with respect to accuracy.

Moreover, line ministries are required to submit their surveys to the State Council through the NBS for examination and approval. Surveys conducted by departments of lower level governments, for example the health bureau of a city, are administered by the department in question and are reported to the statistics agency at the same level of government (the statistics bureau of the city), as well as the health bureau of the senior government. Local surveys are

---

administered by the statistics agencies of local governments at or above the level of county, or in conjunction with the relevant department or departments of the same level of government, and are reported for approval and record keeping by the statistics agency at the next highest level of government. In short, all surveys must adopt a framework appropriate to the rules and regulations and be submitted to a higher level of government for approval and corroboration. The framework stipulates survey objectives, contents, methods and respondents, organizing forms and questionnaires as well as the final publication of data. Any changes to the framework must receive the approval of the higher level of government that issued the original permission.10

The structure of the NBS, then, consists of agencies in a hierarchy that operate under the leadership of both local governments, which are responsible for personnel, and senior levels of the statistics agencies responsible for technical work and funding. These agencies are responsible for carrying out the tasks of reporting to the NBS through unified reporting tables designed by the NBS based on data submitted from townships and towns. Governments of townships and towns below the county level, according to the “Detailed rules for the implementation of the Statistics Law” (1987, last revised 2006), are staffed with full-time or part-time statisticians responsible for the specific coordination and administration of the statistics work in their respective areas, including managing the basic statistics data and improving systems of accounting and the statistics files of townships and towns in accordance with relevant state stipulations.11 At the bottom of the hierarchy are village accountants in the countryside or accountants in urban neighbourhood committees. They are responsible for keeping accounts and records about the households in their area for their local use as well as for township statisticians to complete reporting tables. Within this structure, local records serve the purposes of statistics reporting, including administrative reporting and surveys, required by senior levels of government.

According to the regulatory system governing China’s statistics – comprising the Statistics Law, administrative regulations (including regulations for censuses and for customs statistics), and rules on surveys12 – the NBS is responsible for drawing up plans for important national surveys, including the Population Census, Economic Census, Agricultural Census, and over 27 other statistics survey schemes. For the important general surveys as well as for the sample surveys, the NBS utilizes its survey offices in each province (municipality and autonomous region), and survey teams in each prefecture (city, autonomous prefecture and league) and in one-third of the counties (urban districts and banners in rural autonomous regions). These survey offices and teams carry out census and sample surveys on key statistical data required for macroeconomic control and national accounting. Such sample survey schemes cover areas of business (or

10 PRC 2013.
11 PRC 2014.
12 See “Rules and regulations” on the NBS website at: www.stats.gov.cn.
the entities that have registered as “legal persons”), agricultural output and price statistics, industrial statistics, labour wages, basic social and economic conditions at and above the county and city levels, social development statistics, and statistics about women and children, such as the National Survey on the Status of Chinese Women. Sample surveys on rural households and statistics on agriculture, forestry, husbandry and fisheries, for instance, are undertaken yearly by the survey offices. This collection of data is sometimes based on individual households undertaking interviews and keeping journals of information, including household income from all sources and household expenditures. At other times, it is based on information provided by village records, such as statistics on basic conditions in rural communities. These records serve as the basis for completing survey forms, which are ultimately submitted to the NBS via the provincial survey offices. Monthly labour force participation rates are based on sampled household members over the age of 16 who are registered on urban neighbourhood records. Wage statistics are based on all “legal persons,” that is, entities who submit completed unified reporting forms to statistics offices in rural townships and towns, which are then submitted to senior governments from county to the provincial levels in the 31 provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities of China. These provincial-level statistics bureaus then submit their final compilations to the NBS.

The Chinese centralized statistics system is highly controlled and hierarchical, and based on approval of reporting through administrative tables and survey forms. Any changes to the administrative tables or a questionnaire – for instance, to incorporate sex-disaggregated indicators – would require approval from a more senior level of management in the system. It is, therefore, extremely important for the NBS to coordinate with line ministries and lower levels of government to create sex-disaggregated indicators, for example by encouraging local statistics agencies to take initiatives to gather non-conventional data. The findings of the Tianjin Project are examined next in order to understand how some current reporting tables are used and to assess existing gaps in gender statistics in the Chinese system.

Findings of the Tianjin Project

In 2008, a group of scholars in Tianjin initiated a research project to discover the importance of gender statistics to local policymaking in support of the Chinese commitment to UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and popular demands for the government to expand its service functions. The project received financial support from the United Nations Gender Facility Fund in

13 See “National statistic systems” on the NBS website at: www.stats.gov.cn.
14 See ibid. for details on these schemes.
15 Cao 2008 and Cai 2008, among other Chinese scholars, have demanded the transformation of the role of government, from managing society through command leverages to servicing it by “seeking truth from facts” about social needs.
China, and carried out field investigations and analysis of the use of reporting tables in three local districts: a rural county making its way out of poverty; a street in a city centre district; and a rural township becoming an urban street in a rapidly urbanizing district near the booming port of Tanggu, an economic zone in Tianjin. While preparing research reports on the three districts in 2009 and writing their final report in 2010, the researchers held consultations with participating agencies in local government and community management committees. Those invited to participate included local experts on statistics and members of the local communities. Central to their findings was the identification of gaps in the use of gender statistics in reporting tables, especially those used for employment, family planning, education, community management and political participation. Action and inaction in these areas suggest how well government serves society. Improving local governments’ use of gender statistics in these areas, therefore, would help to transform government from an authority to a service in society, particularly in areas of production and reproduction. Advancements in gender statistics at the local level would especially improve services as a result of an increased understanding of the different experiences of local women and men. The reporting tables that follow – employment in industrial production, family planning, education, community management and political participation – are reproductions of the original tables reviewed by the report’s authors.

1) A table on industrial production and employment shows a lack of gender statistics.

The NBS designed this table, which the Tianjin municipal government distributes to its townships. Like all townships, F Township collects the information called for in the table and submits it to the county government where it is entered into the statistics system network to be amalgamated at the municipal level every month. The amalgamated information is then submitted to the NBS. The table collects information on the number of employees, as well as output, income, profit, taxes, and so on, of businesses in the township. The form as written makes no requirement to disaggregate data on the number of employees in each enterprise by sex. There is, therefore, no way of knowing differences between women and men in each category. For example, large-scale industries tend to be state-owned and offer higher wages and better benefits; however, there is no way of knowing if primarily men or women are employed in these companies. There is, moreover, no way of knowing the contributions made by men versus women to taxes and output, or the scale of changes in these indicators from year to year. Without the appropriate information about women’s contributions and any segregation they may experience in employment, governments might feel less

16 “Street” in China refers to an administrative unit under a district and above a neighbourhood.
17 The findings of this project were first published in Chinese under the title, Gender Statistics and China’s Harmonious Development. See Chen, Chen and Wang 2011. A brief version of the report was published in China in 2012 in Collection of Women’s Studies 4, 76–85.
18 Chen, Chen and Wang 2011.
pressure to provide women with the necessary training to improve their employment and remuneration. The researchers suggest replacing the existing table with Table 1, which adds sex-disaggregated information about employees.¹⁹

Revising the table in this way is not a huge task, but requires gender awareness. If collected, information that measures male and female employment in each enterprise could provide evidence of the status of women and hence their need for technical training to improve the quality of their employment. It could also make women’s contributions visible. Finally, over time, the collection of this information would suggest trends in men and women’s employment and thus assist with recruitment and promotion.

The conventional employment rate currently used in China does not disaggregate by sex and provides no indication of the quality of employment and types of professions women and men undertake. On the rare occasion that the rate is disaggregated by sex, however, the data show that women and men are “segregated” in terms of positions and professions, and that women experience discrimination based on their sex. According to the Third National Survey on the Status of Chinese Women,²⁰ the majority of women work in private and individually-owned sectors, while men work in state-owned sectors where salaries and benefits are higher and protected.²¹ Expanding the collection and use of gender statistics in employment is a first step in meeting the requirements of the Law on the Protection of Women’s Rights and Interests of the People’s Republic of China that guarantees women the right to work and to benefits including welfare, social protection and training.²² Even a sex-disaggregated employment rate, however, will only just begin to reveal the difficulties women experience in employment choices, type of work and profession, number of employed years, and employment quality. Other indicators, including separate employment rates for women and men in different fields, sex ratios in certain types of professions, sex ratios of the employed in different age groups, sex ratios of the employed in different income groups, and sex ratios of the employed in access to social protection including maternal/paternal benefits, would further reveal these differences and challenges.

2) A reporting table on family planning reveals an absence of gender-sensitive indicators.

The National Commission on Population and Family Planning, which merged with the Ministry of Health in 2013 to become the National Commission on Health and Family Planning, designed this table to collect data across China’s countryside on indicators including the number of women of childbearing age,

¹⁹ Ibid., 88.
²⁰ Women’s Research Institute of China 2011.
²¹ Chen 2015.
²² PRC 2005.
Table 1: Industrial Production in F Township in 2006 (10,000 yuan/per person)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of unit</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Profit</th>
<th>Value-added</th>
<th>Taxes</th>
<th>No. of factories</th>
<th>No. of employees</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industries above designated size*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industries below designated size*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectively based industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual, private industry total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
* The designated size is defined by the government in 2011 to be any enterprises with revenue of 20 million yuan per annum. Before 2010, it was demarcated at 5 million yuan per annum. See http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjjs/cjwjld/201311/t20131105_455942.html.
the number of births, and contraception use. None of the indicators are, however, disaggregated by sex. As a result, the statistics fail to show the sex ratio of births either inside or outside the one-child quota, whether the card issued to couples with one child (to acknowledge their entitlement to benefits under the one-child policy) has been given to a couple with a girl or a boy, and whether the husband or the wife was sterilized. Although the Chinese government replaced the one-child quota with the two-children quota in 2015, the sex ratio of births (inside or outside the new quota) remains an important indicator to inform efforts not only to improve men’s participation in family planning but also to address the imbalanced sex ratio at birth.23

Elsewhere, I have shown that the Chinese government’s approach to fertility control has historically focused on women, and that women have, as a result, shouldered up to 85 per cent of family planning responsibility since the inception of the one-child policy in the 1980s.24 Although Article 17 of the 2002 Population and Family Planning Law of China states that husband and wife together share family planning responsibilities,25 national statistics show that, in 2011, men’s overall contraception use still totalled only 14.7 per cent, an estimate based on local reporting of contraception use among married women.26 Without a sex-disaggregated indicator of contraception use, however, this table fails to promote men’s participation, as the law requires. Moreover, the preference for sons in Chinese culture highlights the importance of the first-born child’s sex on parents’ decision whether or not to have another child. Son preference has also contributed to an imbalance in sex ratios at birth owing to sex-selective abortions. Given these considerations, this table not only skews responsibility for contraception use towards women but also overlooks the widespread sex-selection practices that result in an imbalanced sex ratio at birth.

Beginning in the 1980s, the sex ratio at birth in China started to widen, and since 1985, has persistently remained over 110, higher than the normal sex ratio of between 102 and 107 boys born for every 100 girls born.27 According to the sixth census in 2010, the sex ratio at birth remained highly abnormal at 118.1.28 This increasingly imbalanced sex ratio at birth results from a number of factors related to sex-selective abortions. First, local governments conceal, omit and misstate the number of newborns and the real birth rate, thus contributing to an imbalanced sex ratio in Chinese statistics.29 Second, the family planning policy has been unevenly implemented at the provincial level because of different emphases, levels of resources, and efforts put into statistical reporting, all of

23 For more on the recent changes in the Chinese family planning policy, see UNFPA 2015, of which I was a lead author.
24 Chen 2008, 93.
26 NBS 2012, 30.
27 Gu 1998, 238.
28 NBS 2012, 10.
which significantly affect the collection of true and effective data. Nevertheless, the increased sex ratio has affected marriages and families, reproduction, employment, social protection, and economic and social development as a whole. The negative effects on marriage and family relationships are substantial, counteracting the building of a harmonious, well-off society that the Chinese government has set as a national goal. It follows that both contraception use and the sex ratio among newborns are important indicators for measuring the work of family planning and the effectiveness of services, including family planning and health services provided by local governments. It is, therefore, desirable to revise the existing table by adding sex-disaggregation as shown in Table 2.\textsuperscript{30}

The revised table shows the following indicators disaggregated by sex: number of births inside and outside the quota, the sex ratio at birth in single-child families, and most importantly, the contraception responsibilities borne by women and men in the rate of hysterectomies versus vasectomies. If adopted, these sex-disaggregated indicators would begin to provide much-needed information to improve family planning policy and implementation, especially in the countryside where the sex of newborns inside the quota often influences whether pregnancies occur outside the quota. This information would help to implement more effective family planning policies as the number and the ratio of newborn boys inside the quota would probably influence the number of cards issued to couples with one child. An accurate understanding of these indicators would help to predict population growth and its connection to sustainable development and investment in education and social services.

3) An education reporting table misses girls.

The S Street unit uses this table to collect information about the number of students in each grade. Without disaggregation by sex, however, it is impossible to know the sex ratio of students in each grade, or that of those attending schools inside versus outside the neighbourhood. The latter may not be a strong issue in urban areas because girls do not have a higher dropout rate than boys; however, this is an issue in the countryside, and particularly in the schooling of children of urban migrant workers who are denied urban \textit{hukou}\textsuperscript{31} status and are often prevented from attending schools in the urban neighbourhoods where their parents work and live. Disaggregation by sex of those who attend schools inside and outside the neighbourhood would likely show whether boys and girls are treated differently in such scenarios, and whether boys are kept with parents while girls are left at home in the countryside – one possible factor explaining the higher number of boys than girls in urban schools.

Education is an important means of increasing human capital and advancing skills, knowledge, values and attitudes towards equality and justice. The UN’s fourth Millennium Development Goal requires the elimination of gender

\textsuperscript{30} Chen, Chen and Wang 2011, 90.

\textsuperscript{31} \textit{Hukou} is a Chinese system of permanent residence and citizenship which has undergone significant changes since the 1980s, but remains an important factor in access to services and opportunities.
Table 2: **Family Planning Situations in Rural F Township in 2007 (Revised)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of village</th>
<th>Total no. of women of child-bearing age</th>
<th>Married women without children</th>
<th>Newborns</th>
<th>Number of cards issued to couples with a single child</th>
<th>Surgical sterilization, hysterectomy/vasectomy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Within quota</td>
<td>male female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Outside quota</td>
<td>male female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total

Village I

Village II

Village III
differences in primary and secondary education. Sex-disaggregated data on students, especially those who attend schools inside and outside the district, would help to monitor the achievement of this goal by revealing differences in gendered needs among students in different schools, and the sex ratios of those advancing to higher grades and completing primary and secondary schooling. A re-designed table (see Table 3) might work by adding a single line to provide sex-disaggregated information on students inside and outside the neighbourhood. This re-designed table would help local governments to track the numbers of boys and girls in different grades, and thus help them to meet the different needs for school facilities – for instance, sports, toilets, and clinics – in order to improve the quality of learning and promote equality in education.

4) A community management table on dispute resolution is only concerned with incidents and records but not about the people involved.31

The S Street unit designed this table as a trial to gather information about different types of disputes. As there is no indicator to suggest the kinds of people

---

Table 3: Primary and Middle School Students in the Neighbourhoods of S Street (Revised)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>No. of Students</th>
<th>Among whom:</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male Female In the district Outside the district</td>
<td>Male Female Male Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade IV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade VI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Middle school students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Neighbourhood Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle school grade II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle school grade III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Chen et al 2011, 68.
involved in the disputes, however, it is impossible to identify the vulnerable parties and, therefore, to provide services targeting the vulnerable. Without sex-disaggregated information on the individuals involved in disputes, it is difficult to protect the rights of women who are often in the weaker position in marital and family conflicts, family planning disagreements and labour wrangles.

The Law for the Protection of the Rights and Interests of Women in China outlaws any gender-based violence at home or in society as a whole.\textsuperscript{32} Better information collection and monitoring would help to implement this law and promote women’s rights and equality, especially to a safe and healthy life, and would improve government services. It is, therefore, important to revise the table so that it identifies vulnerable groups and individuals in society (see Table 4, to assist discussion later). To enhance the table further, community workers and statisticians for S Street should come together to discuss the needs, design and use of gender-sensitive indicators. The table that would result from such collaboration would help to improve community services by providing a more accurate reflection of overall trends and developments in gender inequalities in society. Moreover, an improved table would save the local community the time and effort involved in completing tables meant more for reporting to higher levels of government than for local policymaking.

5) A table showing political participation and local governance fails to show female involvement.

F Township uses a table designed by the county to collect information on village governance with respect to village cadres, members of the village Party committees, members of the village council, Party members and village heads.\textsuperscript{33} These data are reported to the provincial government and, ultimately, the central government. Since this table seeks information without disaggregation by sex, it cannot provide an accurate basis for government decision making in terms of understanding women’s contributions to, and participation in, village governance. Political participation is the most direct means for any class or individual to advance claims for gender equality and to exercise the political rights guaranteed by the Law on the Protection of the Rights and Interests of Women in China.\textsuperscript{34} It is, therefore, an important measure of democratization and social progress in society.

Nevertheless, women’s political participation in China remains highly unsatisfactory. Just 637 female delegates participated in the National People’s Congress in 2008, while only 29 members of the standing committee were women, respectively just 21.3 per cent and 16.6 per cent of the totals. At the People’s Political Consultative Conference in 2008, there were 395 women present and 30 members of the standing committee were female, respectively just 17.7 per cent and 10.1

\textsuperscript{32} PRC 2005.
\textsuperscript{33} Chen, Chen and Wang 2011, 82.
\textsuperscript{34} Luo 2009, 67.
Table 4: **Bi-weekly Inspection among Neighbourhood Committees in S Street (Revised)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediation of disputes</th>
<th>Types of disputes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Among the total no. of incidents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of people involved</td>
<td>No. of successful mediations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defendant (male)</td>
<td>Plaintiff (male)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of incidents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. of incidents
Defendant (male)
Defendant (female)
Plaintiff (male)
Plaintiff (female)
per cent of the totals. In government, women are mostly concentrated in the lower levels of the hierarchy and represent an extreme minority at senior levels. Only 23.3 per cent of members of the Communist Party overall are women.35

Because women’s participation in all levels of government, as indicated by sex ratio, is of central importance for the quality of treatment women receive in other fields of life, including employment, family planning, education and dispute resolution, it is necessary to revise the table used by F Township to provide the statistics needed to reflect sex ratios in village government (see Table 5).36

A table revised in this way would provide the necessary information to help the township and its senior administrators make decisions to meet the needs of women leaders, including training and childcare. Moreover, over time, this table would provide an understanding of the trends and changes in women’s participation in local governance. If all townships were to adopt such a table and incorporate sex-disaggregated information into their statistical gathering, the projection of regional and national trends and changes in women’s participation in governance would become possible. This information in turn would help to monitor progress on China’s Law on the Protection of the Rights and Interests of Women, and on the implementation of the national action plan, the Programme for the Development of Chinese Women, 2011–2020.37

Analysis of the above tables pursues two tasks: to disaggregate existing indicators by sex in order to identify gender-based differences, and to enter new indicators reflective of inequalities in order to make the unknown known. The study in Tianjin clearly reveals a need to incorporate gender-sensitive indicators into statistical reporting, especially through the design of surveys and the collection and evaluation of data. Doing so is necessary to identify gender-based inequalities and their implications for local policymaking, and to overcome inequalities and achieve the goal of promoting production and reproduction in one integral process of creating a just and equitable environment for women and men. In the next section, I show why current “state feminist” approaches to gender statistics fall short of achieving these goals.

**Gender Statistics: Feminist Political Economy versus “State Feminism”**

Gender statistics, according to a recent UN discussion, are more than simply a disaggregation of data by sex;38 rather, they form part of a policy-oriented approach to governance. As demonstrated in the analysis of the above tables, data must be disaggregated by sex in order to reveal gender issues that might otherwise remain hidden. Sex disaggregation provides evidence of gender differences and strengthens and improves the entire statistical system simply because it allows for a close reading of the real lives of women and men. When all relevant

---

36 Chen, Chen and Wang 2011, 100.
37 PRC 2011.
38 UNECE 2010, 1–2.
Table 5: **F Township’s Rural Economy Statistic Collection, Village Administration (Revised)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of village</th>
<th>No. of cadres</th>
<th>Among them:</th>
<th>No. of Party members</th>
<th>Party secretary</th>
<th>Village chief</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Party committee members</td>
<td>Village council members</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gender, Statistics and Local Governance in China
indicators and variables in state-organized data collection are gender-aware they reflect the different needs of women and the root causes of differences with men. They also reflect change over time and, therefore, help to monitor and evaluate progress once a baseline has been established. As a result, a focus on sex disaggregation effects changes in the quality of governance because policymakers, better informed of gender-based inequalities, can work towards policy solutions to overcome these inequalities. Yet, if the data are disseminated even further and made available to local governments, men and women, improvements in the effectiveness of government service will be even more profound.

While the collection and analysis of gender statistics in China have progressed under Chinese “state feminism,” they still lag far behind current demands for information, largely because “state feminism” focuses on high-level government and ignores evidence-based policymaking and improved governance at the local level. “State feminism” relies on women’s official organizations to promote the use of gender statistics in support of government action plans to enhance women’s development and gender equality. This women’s machinery is represented in China by the Working Committee on Women and Children under the State Council and its powerful ally, the All China Women’s Federation (ACWF), which is not a part of the government but still falls under the rubric of the Communist Party and, therefore, forms part of the ruling establishment. These women’s agencies are responsible for designing, implementing, evaluating and reporting on the progress of the national action plan, the Programme for the Development of Chinese Women. China is, at the moment, implementing its third Programme for the Development of Chinese Women, 2011–2020.

An examination of all three Programmes for the Development of Chinese Women, beginning in 1995, shows that the ACWF has campaigned for mainstreaming equality between women and men in policymaking and has demanded the use of gender-sensitive indicators and the creation of a women’s database in statistics gathering. Article 17 of the first Programme, which covered the years 1995–2000, demanded a strengthening of national statistics on women’s development through the establishment of a women’s database and increased use of gender-sensitive indicators in information collected about women. The second Programme (2001–2010) emphasized the promotion of overall statistics on women’s development, the use of gender indicators and the development of a sex-disaggregated database, instead of a women’s database. This programme also called for the incorporation of gender indicators into the general statistics system and statistical investigations. The most recent programme reiterates the earlier demand for a database on women at the prefecture, provincial and national levels, along with the need to incorporate more gender indicators into the general statistics system and investigations.

39 Judd 2002.
40 For details on the three programmes, see the ACWF website at: www.women.org.cn.
41 See www.women.org.cn.
For these women’s agencies, gender statistics offer the means to analyse and study changes in social and economic development from a gendered perspective, especially focusing on differences embedded in various issues and conditions relating to the status, roles, and distribution of power and resources of and between men and women. Analysis of difference helps governments to devise ways to overcome inequalities and to promote the equitable development of everyone.42 Clearly, the linkage between gender statistics and broad policymaking is established in this approach to information gathering, but the equality of governance still remains largely unchanged. The lack of linkages between gender statistics and equality of governance in Chinese official discussions, however, reflects debates among Chinese researchers, particularly those who serve the women’s agencies, between those more oriented towards the evaluation of national action plans and those who desire to influence policymaking overall.

These debates have shaped current approaches to gender statistics in China. On the one hand, collaboration between the NBS and the ACWF since 1995 has resulted in three national surveys on the status of Chinese women, in 1990, 2000 and 2010, which have generated data in all fields of concern to Chinese women and provided evidence for the design of the national action plans.43 On the other hand, the NBS booklets, Women and Men in China: Facts and Figures, published every four years since 1995, are supported by international organizations and follow international models for setting indicators that are broadly related to the Beijing goals (1995), the MDGs, and the concerns of funding agencies including UNFPA and UNICEF. The data are compiled from the administrative statistics collected by the NBS annually, the census taken every ten years, the one per cent population surveys taken every five years, and labour statistics. The 2012 edition includes a new section called “Gender outlook,” which draws on data from the 2000 and 2010 national surveys to reflect changes in gender awareness, gender identity and attitudes towards gender roles.

The recent NBS “Guidelines on the plans for statistical development and reform in the 12th Five-Year Plan” demands a strengthening of statistics on population, social environment and resources. It also calls for raising the level of social statistics collection and dissemination, and improving statistical monitoring of the implementation of the national action plans for women and children.44 These demands have resulted in the implementation of a number of sex-disaggregated indicators in the national statistics reporting system (214 in 2014).45 Recently added sex-disaggregated indicators in the areas of health, employment and political participation include death rates by breast cancer and cervical cancer, suicide rates by sex, the current employment rate by sex,

42 Working Committee on Women and Children under the State Council 2005.
44 Based on communication with a NBS source, Beijing, July 2014.
45 Based on an interview with a UNFPA source, Beijing, July 2014.
non-agricultural employment rate by sex, employment in the public services by sex, women’s share in leadership positions at different levels of government, and women’s share of chief positions in different departments of senior government.

Gender statistics, nevertheless, remain underdeveloped. By one account, there is only one junior staff member in the division of monitoring and evaluation within the department of social, science and cultural statistics at the NBS who is responsible for gender statistics. Her responsibilities include the statistical monitoring of the national action plans for women and children, the collection of data for, and publication of, the *Women and Men in China* booklets, and coordinating surveys on the status of Chinese women. She has only a very limited ability to coordinate efforts to expand gender statistics gathering with other departments, including labour and economic statistics, and other ministries, and has limited access to the policymaking level of the NBS.46 This understaffing demonstrates just one way that the demand to mainstream gender statistics in the Chinese statistical system is not yet fully reflected in all legislation and policy.

There is, therefore, a shortage of sex-disaggregated data reflecting gender gaps in China in employment, in participation at all levels of decision making, access to services, protection of rights, population, marriage and family, income and wealth, education, health care, community participation and management, crime and assault, time-use in household-based work and care, as well as social security and recreational activities. In particular, there is an absence of data regarding vulnerable groups, such as poorer rural women, female migrants, adolescent girls and youth, elderly women, people living with disabilities, and ethnic minority women, that might help to identify existing inequities and expose discrimination and violence.

This lack of gender statistics in the Chinese statistics system suggests a continuing failure of the NBS to gather enough credible, useful and accurate data to fulfill its needs for informed policymaking. It may also be read as a failure of the “state feminist” approach of the official women’s organizations, which focuses mostly on the macro-statistical system and overlooks the abilities of grassroots women and community activists to collect data and promote equality of governance, especially at the local level.

The downside of the “state feminist” approach to gender statistics is its failure to mobilize grassroots activists as producers and users of statistics, resulting in a need to produce useful gender statistics outside of, or on the fringe of, the official statistics system. In either the legislation governing the operation of the statistics system or in the design and conduct of general censuses and surveys, gender statistics remains an outside/alien concept.

A feminist political economy approach, however, defines policymaking as a process of contestation whereby women and community activists can exercise

46 Chen 2008, 124.
citizenship rights by participating in, and influencing, the making of decisions at all levels so as to effect changes in the equality of governance. It argues that while mainstreaming gender statistics is necessary throughout senior levels of government to inform evidence-based policymaking, it is equally important to mobilize community and individual social activists to keep gender-sensitive records for villages and urban neighbourhoods in order to hold government accountable, to effect changes locally, and to achieve equality and well-being for all. The Tianjin Project has helped to illustrate this last point with two examples. In the first, village communities involved in the Tianjin Project keep records of local households with sex-disaggregated information about the members of the households and their social and economic conditions. This information is, however, overlooked at higher levels largely because government reporting tables do not often ask for gender-sensitive data. In the second example, the community management table mentioned above designed by the S Street unit, and upon which the revised Table 4 is based, shows that the levels of Chinese government closest to urban communities do design and adopt statistics tables on their own to help record and analyse events that affect the lives of local people. It also demonstrates that it is necessary to adopt more tables like this one in the effort to raise gender awareness among local government officials. Given the nature of local administrative systems of statistics collection, it is possible for grassroots data collectors in urban streets and rural townships, and for the village and urban neighbourhood accountants who keep households records, to initiate changes and even to begin new instruments such as time-use studies or gender-based violence surveys. Such new instruments may require the approval of senior management but may nevertheless be implemented by local statistics officers at the township or county level.

A feminist political economy perspective is thus more comprehensive and effective than a “state feminism” perspective because it promotes the use of gender statistics to reveal women’s subordination as well as needs through grassroots mobilization and not just through statisticians and policymakers at the national level. The recognition of local women, community activists and policymakers as both producers and users of gender statistics overcomes the shortcomings of state-based feminism. The advantage of empowering women and social activists as producers and users of gender statistics is found in equipping them to express their demands for, and interests in, advancing more evidence-based policymaking and to monitor the implementation of policies to overcome inequalities. The result is balanced, scientific and coordinated management and development through policies that require the government to be more transparent and to consider the interconnectedness of political, economic and social life nationally and locally, as well as the balance between productive and reproductive activities. Perhaps as a first step towards scientific management through policymaking, the government of China could synchronize community statistics with the official statistics system to allow for the gathering of gender statistics that are meaningful for the expansion of government services.
Conclusion

If government services and community work are to improve both nationally and locally, policymakers and statisticians must be trained in the need for, and the use of, gender statistics, and to construct a level operating field for communication and collaboration from “top” to “bottom” between those who produce statistics and those who use them in both urban and rural areas. Such a level field would enhance democratic governance, especially at the local level where gender-sensitive statistics can be collected and disseminated in a process that expands user interest in data showing inequality in production as well as in reproduction. This expansion would, in turn, encourage statisticians, researchers and community activists to collect and disseminate gender-sensitive data publicly in a way that makes gender issues visible. At the same time, it would allow for the gathering of feedback from the community, including women and other vulnerable groups, on the impact of government policies. As a result, women and other vulnerable groups would have an opportunity to voice their concerns and truly embark on the road to balanced socio-economic development centred not just on physical but also on mental and social well-being for all.

As this study shows, the Chinese government needs to increase awareness of, and training in, the use of gender statistics from a feminist political economy perspective, rather than a “state feminism” perspective, so as to promote their production and use in grassroots governance, and synchronize them with senior government’s creation of sex-disaggregated indicators in reporting tables. The impact of doing so will be greatest when there is communication and collaboration between producers and users of gender statistics to reveal and address gender issues and promote equality and justice. Feminist political economy highlights the need for a gender-sensitive statistics system that responds to demands for government to serve society based on evidence-based policymaking. When women and community activists become generators and users of data they will be better positioned to hold the government accountable for its services on the basis of evidence, and to effect changes in the quality of local governance.

摘要: 性别统计能使政府和大众对各行各业所存在的性别差异得到认识, 并据此成为决策过程中性别平等主流化的一个基本工具。女权运动自上世纪九十年代以来的一个持久重心是面对要跟男性一起实事求是性平等的种种挑战。本文就天津三个区的一个研究项目的发现表明在中国统计制度中性别统计的缺失以及其对地方决策所造成的负面影响。该项目的发现也指出了“国家女权主义”在中国过于集中于中央政府的性别统计的缺陷。本文从女权主义政治经济的角度分析了中国决策过程所建立的统一报表的统计制度是为上级政府而不是为地方社区服务。进而，只有当决策成为社区活动家要求使用统计来推动有利于平等政策而力争的地域时，性别统计才将在中国发挥出其提高地方治理的潜力。
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